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Tools V 2100 Hwk By Sarasoft. Sarsa As for the tools not supporting the UFS format,
you can try to get your HWK flashed with A1.09. Q: 'Is there an error in my
function?' prints the whole array I am building a program that reads data from a
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file, and prints that data out in a tkinter window. When I press the 'Go' button, I
would like to run a function that 'checks' if there is an error in the text file and
then prints out 'there is an error' and the filename. This is the code for the check
function: def check_error(textfile): with open(textfile) as f: for line in f: if
any(x for x in line if x.isdigit()) == False: print('there is an error in the file
{}'.format(textfile)) When the program checks the file it prints out all the lines in
the file, and I'm not sure why it does this. This is the function that prints out the
file: def print_txt(textfile): with open(textfile) as f: for line in f:
print(line.rstrip()) Any help is appreciated, thanks. 2d92ce491b
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